Techline stocks over $50 million worth of utility-based inventory in our service centers located across Texas,
Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana, and New Mexico. We carry over 20,000 stock items company wide to make sure
we have the right products available to meet your project needs.
We are proud to carry the finest in quality products from the industry's leading manufacturers. We currently
distribute the following products: electrical utility, architectural lighting, water distribution, natural gas,
CATV/telephone, fiber optic, telecommunications, and lineman & shop tools.
Manufacturer

Products

A. B. Chance Company

A. B. Chance Company, a subsidiary of Hubbell Power Systems, manufactures electric utility
transmission and distribution products, as well as products for the telecommunication,
construction, pipeline and consumer markets. Product line includes poleline hardware, hotline
utility tools, protective equipment, switches and switchgear, grounding equipment, and
fiberglass products.

(HPS)

Action Threaded Products

Action Threaded Products manufactures a large variety of fasteners and related products from
a variety of metals.

Acuity Brands Lighting –
American Electric
(Dark to Light Photocontrols)

Acuity Brands Lighting and Acuity Brands Technology Services combined are the world’s
leading providers of lighting fixtures and related products and services and include brands
such as Lithonia Lighting®, Holophane®, Peerless®, Mark Architectural Lighting™, Hydrel®,
American Electric Lighting®, Gotham®, Carandini®, MetalOptics®, Antique Street Lamps™,
RELOC®, Lighting Control and Design™, Sensor Switch®, Synergy® Lighting Controls,
SAERIS™, and ROAM.

Advanced Pedestals, Inc

Advanced Pedestals manufactures electrical pedestals, enclosures, and related products.

Akron Foundry

Akron Foundry produces cast aluminum transformer breakaway bases.

Alamo Transformers

Alamo Transformers has been part of the electrical industry since 1982 selling, repairing, and
renting dry and oil filled singe and three phase transformers from 5KV thru 69KV and up to
15 MVA (larger MVA units are quoted on an individual basis).

Alan Wire Company

Alan Wire products include copper wire and cable, bare, solid, stranded, and annealed.

Alcon

Alcon supplies connectors and secondary aluminum.

Almetek Industries

Almetek Industries, Inc. manufactures a unique marking system designed for electric utility
poles and cables. The system offers weather, chemical and abrasion resistant polyethylene
tags with warranties against failure. Other products include utility marking materials and
signs of standard and special design.

Alumaform

ALUMA-FORM/DIXIE is a principal manufacturer of apitong wood, steel, and aluminum
engineered hardware brackets, anchors, and special structures.

Amercable

Amercable is a manufacturer of flexible electrical power and control cables for use in severe
operating environments including mining, marine, industrial, and telecom applications.

American Castings & Mfg.

American Castings & Mfg. produces meter seals.

American Polywater

American Polywater produces cable pulling lubes, cleaners, and MRO & construction
chemicals.

Manufacturer

Products

Ameron Pole Company

Ameron Pole manufactures a full line of concrete lighting poles and bollards and steel poles
for virtually any application including traffic, street lighting, sports and area lighting, and
parking lots.

AMP

The AMP brand, manufactured by Tyco International, encompasses the broadest range of
connectors in the world, including high-density, high-speed designs for leading-edge
communications equipment, and innovative micro miniature circular plastic connectors that
are more cost effective than traditional metal-shell designs

Amprobe

Amprobe produces a full line of Volt, Ohms and Ammeters, testing meters.

Anderson Electric

Anderson Electrical Products, Inc. a subsidiary of Hubbell Power Systems, manufactures
electrical connectors, clamps, fittings and accessories for substations, transmission and
distribution lines. Anderson also offers a wide line of crimping tools.

(Tyco International)

(HPS)

Armorcast Products Co.

Armorcast offers a wide selection of transformer and telephone pads including pre-formed
composite type vaults, URD service boxes, transformer and equipment pads.

Arnco

Arnco provides cable installation systems that include PVC continuous conduit, couplers, pull
tapes, chemicals, placing equipment, and tools & accessories.

Astra

Astra, part of The Durham Company, manufactures a full line of meter socket, meter
enclosures, test switches, pad mounted enclosures, and instrument transformers.

(The Durham Company)

Blackburn
(T&B)

Blackburn, provided through Thomas & Betts, manufactures a full line of grounding and
service connectors, sleeves, clamps of various types in mechanical and compression,
automatic splices, copper grounding material, and tools.

Brooks Manufacturing

Brooks Manufacturing produces wood transmission towers, including treated crossarms,
deadends and wooden products.

Brugg

Brugg manufactures power and telecommunication cables and accessories, special cables for
industry and security, process control systems for water treatment and energy management,
pipe systems for liquids, ropes for aerial ropeways, elevators and cranes, and rope protection
systems against natural hazards.

Burndy
(HPS)

Burndy is an electrical division of HPS, which is part of the third largest connector
manufacturer in the world, and provides reliable connection systems and solutions to the
Telecommunications, Data, Industrial, Instrumentation, and Energy Industries.

Bussman

The Cooper Bussman manufactures circuit protection on more than 50,000 SKU’s of electrical
and electronic fuses, fuse holders, power distribution blocks, as well as engineering, training,
and testing services.

Campbell Specialty Products

Campbell Specialty Products produces cable stringing equipment, bundling blocks, and dollies.

Cantex

Cantex manufactures PVC products, including conduit, elbows, and fittings for the electrical,
communication, and hardware markets.

Capital Wire & Cable

Capital Wire & Cable manufactures 600VAC building wires and cable.

Carlon T&B

Carlon, the largest business unit, provides fiber optic, copper and coaxial cable protection for
plant construction and wiring systems. Customers include regional Bell operating companies,
cable television companies, departments of transportation, and the electrical wholesale
distributor market.

Manufacturer

Products

Hubbell Cable Accessories
(Chardon)

Chardon Electrical Components, a division of Hubbell Power Systems, offers cable and
underground separable connectors, including loadbreak and deadbreak, splices, terminations,
and a wide variety of other underground related products.

Condux

Condux provides cable stringing accessories, pullers and preparation for aerial and
underground installations.

Connector Manufacturing Co.

Connector Manufacturing (CMC) manufactures a full line of aluminum and copper connectors,
offering both mechanical and compression designs. In addition CMC manufactures
underground, secondary transformer material.

CRC Electrical Products

CRC Electrical Products produces chemical cable cleaners and solutions for connections.

Critter Guard

Critter Guard’s primary products are the CG Line Guard and CG Pole Guard. Both are
designed with the utility company, homeowner, and preservation of wildlife in mind. With the
focus of their products being to deter and prevent squirrels, roof rats, and other rodents from
gaining access to power stations and homes where they can inflict damage and cause costly
power outages.

DiversiTech Corporation

DiversiTech manufactures a suite of products, which includes a wide range of mechanical,
electrical, chemical, and structural parts for HVACR systems including polymer transformer
pads and underground junction and pull boxes.

Draka

Draka manufactures a comprehensive line of specialty wire and cable products for industrial
applications as well as a diverse range of cables for airport lighting, cable-in-duct, power
generation, and power utilities. Cable products include copper, specialty control, and multiconductor type.

Dulmison Incorporated

Dulmison, a wholly owned company of TYCO International, provides a broad range of
products including transmission and distribution insulators, power station and substation
insulators, electrical railway insulators, lighting arresters, power fuses and disconnecting
switches.

The Durham Company

The Durham Company specializes in the manufacturing of meter sockets, socket/breaker and
switch combinations, metering enclosures, test switches, pad mounted enclosures and
instrument transformers.

Dynamic Lighting, Inc.

Dynamic Lighting offers decorative cast aluminum light poles, fixtures, and accessories.

Eaton
(Cutler Hammer)

Eaton manufactures electrical control products and power distribution equipment. Power
distribution equipment includes a complete family of circuit breakers, ranging from miniature
breakers rated from 120 volts up to vacuum breakers rated to 38 kilovolts. Eaton also has a
line of low and medium voltage assemblies from substations, switchgear and panelboards to
loadcenters, transformers and safety switches.

Economy Cable Grips

Economy Cable Grips manufactures various types of cable grips, pulling, and permanent
supports.

E. J. Brooks Company
(Ekstrom Industries)

E.J. Brooks manufactures a wide range of security seals and locking devices for shippers,
transportation companies, utilities, and money handlers. Products include cable seals, meter
seals, plastic seals, trucks seals, electric meter socket adapters, and meter blank covers.

Elastimold

Elastimold, provided through Thomas & Betts, manufactures loadbreak separable connectors,
splices, and cable terminators.

(TYCO International)

(T&B)

Manufacturer

Products

Electromark

Electromark is the leading supplier of tags, signs, and labels for utility markets. Products
include utility marking material and signs of standard or special design.

ERICO
(Cadweld)

ERICO is a manufacturer of ground rods, secondary connectors, and clamps. Cadweld
Products, a division of ERICO, serves large industrial power consumers and original
equipment manufacturers with premium quality connection technologies for maximizing
operation efficiency. Products include specialty welded connectors and splices.

Estex Mfg. Company

Estex manufactures a full line of industrial grade products for Power Utility Lineman tool bags,
buckets, pads, totes, aprons, guards, gloves, covers, pouches, knives, and holsters.

EYE Lighting

EYE Lighting manufacturers over 3,000 different lamps, including HID, high-pressure-sodium,
mercury-vapor, metal halide, specialty IGNITRON self-igniter, and SUNLUX ACE retrofit
(MV/HPS), lighting fixtures, electronics, communication equipment, and ultraviolet and
electron beam systems.

Fargo Manufacturing

Fargo Manufacturing, a subsidiary of Hubbell Power Systems, produces fittings and
accessories for use in the transmission, distribution, substation and telecommunications
sectors. Products include distribution connectors, wildlife protectors, automatic splices and
deadends, secondary connectors, and clamps.

(HPS)

Farmers Copper

Farmers Copper produces bus, copper tubing or flat type, various alloys available in standard
or specialty cuts.

Ferraz Shawmut Inc.
(formerly Gould Shawmut)

Ferraz Shawmut is a leading supplier of innovative circuit protection solutions, from industrial
and semiconductor fuses to fuse holders and accessories, disconnect switches, and devices
for surge protection and thermal management.

Fisher-Pierce

Fisher Pierce is the world leader in outdoor lighting controls and products for electrical power
distribution systems. Fisher Pierce manufactures photoelectric controls for
commercial/industrial and utility systems.

G & W Electric Company

G&W is a global supplier of distribution and transmission voltage power system products and
solutions. Products include switches, SF6 padmount, polemount and vault style, SF6 vacuum
interrupters, cable terminations and splices thru 345kV.

GEC Durham Industries

The Durham Company specializes in the manufacturing of meter sockets, socket/breaker and
switch combinations, metering enclosures, test switches, pad mounted enclosures and
instrument transformers.

General Cable
(formerly Alcan Cable)

General Cable is a global leader in the development, design, manufacture, marketing and
distribution of copper, aluminum and fiber optic wire and cable products for the energy,
industrial, specialty and communications markets around the world.

Georgia Pipe

Georgia Pipe manufactures rigid PVC conduit, elbows, and fittings.

Great Western Metals

Great Western Metals supplies stainless steel, aluminum, and exotic metals in plate, sheet,
round bar, flat bar, and angle shapes.

Greenlee/Fairmont
(Textron)

Greenlee, a division of Textron, provides a full line of cable installation and contractor’s tools,
multimeters, network certification instruments, conduit benders, knockout punches, and tool
storage systems. Fairmont, a division of Textron, provides a full line of hydraulic tools, power
units, and booster and control valves.

Hadco (Genlyte-Thomas)

Hadco manufactures specification grade exterior architectural lighting.

Manufacturer

Products

Hapco

Hapco engineers and manufactures high quality aluminum and steel light poles and brackets.

Hastings Fiberglass

Hastings Fiberglass supplies a full line of hotline tools and equipment.

Helical Line Products

Helical has over 40 years experience designing and producing Flexures (formed wire
products) for use in products ranging from encoders to spacecraft.

Heritage Plastics

Heritage Plastics is an American company that provides conduit, PCS, and other related
products.

H-J Enterprise

H-J Enterprise is one of the largest manufacturers of OEM components for transformers.

Holophane
(Accuity Brand)

Holophane offers a complete line of lighting solutions for decorative, area, roadway, and all
lighting applications.

Homac

Homac is a manufacturer and supplier of electric power delivery connectors and cable
accessories; and is committed to world class performance as demonstrated by continuous
improvement in safety, innovation, quality, cost, flexibility, and customer satisfaction.

Howard Industries, Inc.

Howard Industries, Inc. produces a full line of distribution transformers up to 34.5kv and
power transformers up to 10mva. Products include single-phase poles, three-phase poles,
single-phase pads, three-phase pads, and unit substations.

Howard Lighting

Howard Lighting offers a comprehensive product line of ballasts, fixtures, and lamps.

Hubbell Power Systems (HPS)

Hubbell Power Systems (HPS) manufactures a wide variety of transmission, distribution, and
telecommunications products including construction and switching products, tools, insulators,
arresters, fittings, connectors, cable accessories, test equipment, and instruments.
Recognized company names like Anderson, Chance, Hubbell Cable Accessories, Fargo,
Hipotronics and Ohio Brass comprise Hubbell Power Systems. HPS companies have been
serving utilities for more than 100 years with quality, innovative products.

(Anderson, Chance, Fargo,
Chardon, and Ohio Brass)

Hughes Brothers

Hughes Brothers is a leading supplier of materials for overhead transmission and distribution
power line construction. Products include complete wood H-Frame assemblies through 345kV,
crossarms, bracing, pole line hardware, steel davit arms for wood, concrete and steel poles,
fiberglass stand-off brackets and guy strain insulators, and transformer mounting platforms.

Huskie Tools, Inc.

Huskie offers the widest selection of high tech cutting and crimping tools including
compression tools, hydraulic and manual, and battery operated.

ICB Insulators

ICB Insulators supplies prime quality tensioning materials including stress-relieved and low
relaxation strand to galvanized guy strand.

Ideal

Ideal produces a full line of wire nuts, pulling lube, metering, and fasteners.

ISK Biotech Corporation

ISK Biotech Corporation manufactures wood pole preservation materials and chemicals.

JM Pipe

John Mansville Mfg. provides conduit, PVC, and other related products.

Joslyn Hi-Voltage

Joslyn Hi-Voltage manufactures power transmission and distribution equipment for electric
utilities including reclosers, sectionalizers, capacitor switches & controls, transfer switches,
distribution automation equipment, disconnect switches, load break interrupter attachments,
and load break underground switches. Joslyn also manufactures light fixture lowering device
systems for industrial and commercial applications and electric furnace switches for electric
arc furnaces primarily used in steel mills.

Manufacturer

Products

Josyln Mfg.
(MacLean Power Systems)

Joslyn Manufacturing manufactures and distributes a wide variety of products associated with
the construction and maintenance of power utility distribution and transmission lines and
telephone and cable television communication systems. Joslyn's core product groups are
anchors, arresters, underground cable accessories, fiberglass and metal castings, luminaire
supports and pole line hardware.

Kaddas Enterprises, Inc.

Kaddas offers outage and wildlife protection products.

Kim Lighting

Kim Lighting manufactures lighting fixtures, luminaires, and specialty lighting.

Knopp, Inc.

Knopp manufactures instrument testers.

Lapp Insulator Co.

Lapp Insulator is the leader in the design and production of quality high voltage insulators
including porcelain and various other types.

Liftall

Liftall manufactures nylon slings and tie downs.

Mac Products, Inc.

Mac Products manufactures electrical transmission and distribution equipment for use in
underground applications. Products range from catalog items such as lugs, connectors,
potheads, splice kits and accessories.

Magnum Custom Trailers

Magnum Custom Trailers manufactures trailers in various types, including custom made.

Majorpower

Majorpower Corporation is focused on the design and manufacture of high reliability feature
rich power conversion products for DC to AC, AC to DC, and battery charging applications.
Their products are used in critical applications in industries such as Utility, Industrial,
Commercial, Transportation, and Telecommunications.

Meyer Poles

Meyer Steel Structures, a division of Thomas & Betts, manufactures a comprehensive array of
tubular steel structures for cross-country transmission and distribution, substation, lighting,
communication, or wind turbine applications.

(Thomas & Betts)

Midsun

Midsun provides products and services to prevent inadvertent outages from contamination,
pollution, animals, birds, tree limbs and other environmental hazards. Products include pole
line hardware and anchors for transmission and distribution line construction, connectors for
substation construction, nomenclature, tags and miscellaneous marking products.

MP Husky

MP Husky manufactures a wide range of cable tray systems. Materials offered are aluminum,
fiberglass, mill-galvanized steel, stainless steel and PVC-coated trays in three different
designs.

National Strand Products

National Strand Products manufactures galvanized steel strand.

Nehring Electrical Works

Nehring Electrical Works manufactures bare and insulated copper and aluminum wire, ACSR,
aluminum-clad steel, copper-clad steel, building wire, underground power cables, welding
cables, ground rods, and medium voltage cables to the utility, telecommunication, and
electrical distribution markers.

Nordic Fiberglass, Inc.

Nordic Fiberglass manufactures fiberglass transformer pads and above ground pedestals and
cabinets.

Ohio Brass Company

The Ohio Brass Company, a subsidiary of Hubbell Power Systems, manufactures insulators for
transmission and distribution, intermediate and station class arresters.

(HPS)

Manufacturer

Products

Osmose

Osmose is a leader in the research and development of new products and services in all areas
of wood preservation technology; as well as Utility and Railroad asset management.

Petroflex

Petroflex (PNA) manufactures high density polyethylene conduit, secondary electrical
pedestals, composite crossarms, insulators, and accessories to the telecommunications,
electrical utility, CATV, and data voice industries.

(PNA)

Preformed Line Products

Preformed Line Products (PLP) is a worldwide designer, manufacturer, and supplier of high
quality cable anchoring and control hardware and systems, fiber optic and copper splice
closures, and high-speed cross-connect devices.

Prysmian Cable and Systems

Prysmian Cable and Systems, previously Pirelli Cables & Systems, produces electrical cables from extremely high to low voltage, for land, submarine and overhead applications - along
with a vast range of accessories, and is the leader in turn-key projects of underwater links.
Cable products include power, primary, secondary classes, overhead and underground,
copper and aluminum, and fiber optic cable.

Porcelain Products Co.

Porcelain Products is the nation's second largest manufacturer of porcelain insulators and
related components.

Preformed Line Products

PLP is a leading supplier of high quality cable anchoring and control hardware and systems,
overhead and underground splice cases and related products, and high speed cross-connect
devices.

Quazite Composolite

Quazite Composolite, a division of Strongwell, manufactures polymer transformer pads,
underground junction and pull boxes.

RACO, Inc.

RACO manufactures Rayseal sealing compound.

Rainbow Technology

Rainbow Technology manufactures specialty chemicals, a large assortment of cleaners,
lubricants, insecticides, paints and personal protection items.

Rapid Air Shelter

Rapid Air Shelter offers a portable climate-controlled emergency shelter, in a variety of sizes
and options, that is simple to set up and tear down.

Reliaguard, Inc.

Reliaguard, Inc., a subsidiary of Cantega Technologies Inc., is dedicated to preventing
contacts and resulting power outages on distribution lines by designing superior bird and
animal cover-up. Identifying bird and animal species that are present and the risks caused by
their proximity from phase to ground, or from phase to phase must be considered when
making coverage recommendations.

Relite, Inc.

Relite manufactures universal handhole covers for poles.

Ripley Tools

Ripley Tools manufactures cable stripping and preparation tools.

Ritz Instrument Transformers,
Inc.

Ritz Instrument Transformers offers one of the most complete line instrument transformers in
the world with units available from 600V to 765kV.

S & C Electric

S&C Electric manufacturers a wide range of switching and protection equipment for
substations and overhead and underground distribution systems, distribution automation
products, power quality products, epoxy components, sensors, and electronic controls.

SALCO

SALCO produces mast arms and brackets, aluminum and galvanized steel.

Manufacturer

Products

Shakespeare Composite
Structures

Shakespeare is a world leader in fiberglass reinforced composites design, engineering, and
manufacturing, and the originator of the composite light pole. Products include fiberglass
poles, Lewtex fiberglass crossarms and deadends.

Sherman & Reilly, Inc.

Sherman & Reilly manufactures cable stringing equipment, cable blocks, and dollies.

Sun Valley Lighting

Sun Valley Lighting produces a full line of decorative poles and lighting solutions.
.
Tamaqua manufactures a comprehensive line of specialty wire and cable products for
industrial applications as well as diverse range of cables for airport lighting, cable-in-duct,
power generation, and power utilities. Cable products include copper, specialty control, and
multi-conductor type.

Tamaqua Cable Products

Tana Mfg. Company

Tana Mfg. Company produces wire markers, including a ball type to mark power,
communication, and guy wires for visual safety.

Techlight

Techlight manufactures a wide assortment of luminaries to accommodate a wide array of
lighting requirements; including custom designs.

Thomas & Betts

Thomas & Betts provides a comprehensive product line including various types of lighting,
grounding and service connectors, compression connectors and tools, identification products,
cable fastening systems, terminals, disconnects, and splices.

(Blackburn, Elastimold, Homac,
Carlon)

Thor Enterprises

Thor Enterprises, a division of Empire Level Mfg., produces tape for underground warning,
standard and detectable.

Tipper Tie, Inc.

Tipper Tie manufactures products that include clippers, aluminum clips, aluminum wire
products, electric fence supplies and netting.

Travis Pattern

Travis Pattern and Foundry supports the power transmission industry and Travis Switchgear
manufactures disconnect switches of many types and sizes.

Trinetics
(Maysteel)

Trinetics, a division of Maysteel, manufactures power distribution enclosures, capacitor banks,
oil and vacuum switches, and lighting control relays.

Turner Electric Corp.

Turner Electric produces a full line of switches.

Tyco International

Tyco Electronics is a division of Tyco International and a global manufacturer of products and
systems for the electrical power industry. Products include cable accessories, connectors and
fittings, power measurements and control, switching, protection, lighting, and surge
arrestors.

(AMP, Dulmison)

U.S. Architectural Lighting

U.S. Architectural Lighting manufactures contemporary outdoor lighting.

USCO HPS

USCO’s product line covers a voltage range from 7.5 to 500kV and a current range from 600
to 6000A. This broad offering includes numerous innovations and cover types and ratings
designed especially for applications in substations, transmission lines, and power distribution
systems.

Utilco

Utilco manufactures proven-effective electrical connectors for pedestals, transformers, and
metering.

Valmont A.L.S.

Valmont manufactures poles, steel streetlight, strain and traffic signal, mast arms,
transformer breakaway bases, and foundations.

Manufacturer

Products

Venture Lighting

Venture Lighting designs and manufactures metal halide lamps in a wide range of wattages
and variety of bases and outer jackets.

Victor Insulators

Victor Insulators manufacturers a full line of quality high voltage insulators and offer both a
domestic and import product.

Wall Industries

Wall produces a full line of 3 strand, 8 strand, and 12 strand ropes, and patented Uniline
product, for a wide range of applications.

3M Electrical Products Division 3M Electrical products division offers reliable splicing and terminating electrical cables, tapes,
rubber type products, and connectors. 3M was the first to deliver cold shrink delivery systems
and silicone rubber materials technology to the utility industry.
3M Telecom Systems Group

3M Telecom offers Dynatel underground cable and cable/fault locators.

